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This paper starts out by reviewing the classic case for repair by ellipsis, based on Lasnik’s
(1999) instances of suspension of head movement in Object Shift and sluicing constructions.
For these I provide  an analysis in terms of non-application of otherwise obligatory prepara-
tory Feature Inheritance. Analysed this way, these cases of repair by ellipsis do not actually
involve any literal repair: they instead involve a ‘pre-emptive strike’ — a syntactic con-
stituent is being struck, by ellipsis, and as a result, the application of an otherwise obligatory
operation is being pre-empted. I then address cases of ellipsis in copular inversion construc-
tions which do in fact have a reparatory effect, allowing syntactic derivations that would,
without ellipsis, lead to a PF violation to proceed unimpeded by silencing the offending
portion of the structure. The examples that I will discuss under this rubric provide stronger
confirmation for the ‘PF repair by PF ellipsis’ programme than do the cases standardly
discussed in the literature; and they show that PF ellipsis specifically repairs PF trespasses.

1 Apparent repair by ellipsis: The case of head movement

In Lasnik’s (1999) cases of ‘repair by ellipsis’, operations of head movement that are normally obligatory are
obligatorily not performed when the projections of the heads in question are elided at PF. For pseudogapping
(see (1)), Lasnik presents an analysis that has the object raising overtly out of VP, with the remnant VP
undergoing constituent ellipsis, as in (1c). For the verb to be elided along with the rest of the VP, it must be
the case that it stays within the VP itself — whereas in non-elliptical sentences V must raise overtly around
the raised object to obtain the right surface word order. For sluicing cases like the elliptical version of (2a.B),
Lasnik proposes a similar analysis, depicted in (2c). In both cases, the head of the elliptical phrase must
remain within that phrase in order for a well-formed output to result: (1cN) and (2cN) are ungrammatical.

(1) a. you might not find me trustworthy but you will (find) Bob (trustworthy)
b. non-elliptical: [findj [Bobi [VP tj ti trustworthy]]]
c. elliptical: [Fi [Bobi [VP find ti trustworthy]]]
cN. *elliptical: [findj [Bobi [VP tj ti trustworthy]]]

(2) a. A: Mary will see someone
B: who (will Mary see)?

b. non-elliptical: [whoi [willj [TP Mary tj see ti]]]
c. elliptical: [whoi [Ci [TP Mary will see ti]]]
cN. *elliptical: [whoi [willj [TP Mary tj see ti]]]

For Lasnik, the fact that no head movement takes place in (1c) and (2c) is an argument for ‘greed’:
heads normally move in order to repair some PF-related handicap that they have, not in order to benefit the
external probe; as soon as the handicapped heads are eliminated from the PF representation via ellipsis, their
handicaps vanish with them, and movement is no longer needed (hence not allowed). Lasnik recognises the
element of ‘look-ahead’ that this analysis embodies: head movement must be prevented from happening in
the narrow syntax; but it is only at PF that ellipsis takes place, so how does the head know already in narrow
syntax that it will not need to move? Moreover, if V and T do indeed have a handicap that normally forces
them to move to F and C, the latter functional heads must have some property that allows them to repair this
handicap — concretely, F and C must have features that match the uninterpretable features of find and will.
Those matching features of F and C must themselves be uninterpretable. So not moving V or T up in the
ellipsis cases in (1/2c) would seem to leave F and C, which are not themselves undergoing ellipsis, in
unlawful possession of uninterpretable features, which would be expected to cause a crash.
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1 One might question the idea that the movement operation that allows the accusative noun phrase to escape from the ellipsis
site is an instance of Object Shift: Object Shift is standardly thought of in the literature as an defocusing device, an operation that
results in a topic reading for the shifted object (Holmberg 1999); but in pseudogapping constructions such as (1), the accusative noun
phrase is clearly focal. This touches on the very essence of the relationship between syntax and information structure. Object Shift
is an operation that moves an accusative noun phrase out of the VP and into a position to the VP’s left. In the Indo-European languag-
es, the constituent most deeply embedded in the VP is the most natural candidate for a focus interpretation (see Cinque 1993 and work
in its wake). By antisymmetry (Kayne 1994), ‘most deeply embedded in the VP’ standardly translates into ‘farthest to the right’; and
indeed, in John put down the book, the object noun phrase is the natural information focus whereas in John put the book down, it is
not: in the latter sentence, the particle is farthest to the right, giving the object a defocused or topic reading. Determining the focal
or topical status of the referent of some sentence constituent is thus a matter of the placement of this constituent relative to other
constituents of the sentence. The absolute structural position that a constituent occupies in the syntactic tree may very well be
identical in a minimal pair of sentences without its information-structural interpretation being the same in the two sentences: its
information-structural status depends on whether there is some material to its right or not. In the case of Object Shift in a sentence
in which no VP ellipsis takes place, the shifted object obviously ends up being followed by material left behind in the VP, and gets
defocused as a result. But if the same application of Object Shift were to be followed by ellipsis of the VP, the shifted object would
surface as the rightmost material in the string, which would make it the perfect candidate for being the focus of the sentence. The
latter is what happens in the pseudogapping construction in (1): the accusative noun phrase is shifted out of the VP, and the entire
remnant VP undergoes ellipsis. Precisely in such situations, the shifted object gets a focus reading instead of the defocused inter-
pretation it would have received had the VP not been elliptical. The ‘Object Shift position’ is thus not characterisable in absolute
terms as a ‘topic position’; nor is the operation called ‘Object Shift’ one that can be earmarked intrinsically as a ‘defocusing device’.
The information-structural status of the referent of a particular sentence constituent is determined at PF (Erteschik-Shir 2007) based
on the position occupied by that constituent relative to other material in the sentence. With this in mind, an analysis of the
pseudogapping construction in terms of Object Shift of the accusative noun phrase escaping ellipsis is entirely coherent.

Since Lasnik published his article, the theory has moved away from the idea that movement is
triggered by the need to check or value features per se: features are checked or valued under Agree, a
potentially quite long-distance downward search mechanism; whether movement takes place is a separate
matter, generally placed under the rubric of the EPP in recent years. The ‘EPP property’ is evidently not a
property of the moved element: it must be a property of the probe, setting movement in motion. If the EPP
is responsible for the displacement of heads, therefore, a ‘greed’-based approach to (1/2c) à la Lasnik
becomes unformulable. In neither (1) nor (2) is the functional head to which head movement takes place in
the b–structures undergoing ellipsis in the c–structures — this is particularly clear for (1c), which could not
possibly be analysed in terms of ellipsis of a projection of F because such ellipsis would wipe out the
accusative noun phrase (Bob) along with everything else, and it is precisely this accusative noun phrase that
survives the ellipsis. So since F and C are not themselves undergoing ellipsis in (1c) and (2c), it is clear that
if some ‘EPP property’ of theirs were to be held responsible for the need for head movement in the b–
structures, that property would be in effect just as forcefully in the c–structures — which would wrongly lead
us to rule in the structures in (1cN) and (2cN), and to rule out the desired outputs in (1c) and (2c).

As (1c) and (2c) are grammatical despite the fact that head movement to F/C does not (and cannot)
take place, it seems that the obligatoriness of narrow-syntactic head movement in the non-elliptical b–struc-
tures is not due to the need for F and C to get their features checked. The key question, therefore, is what lies
beneath the distribution of head movement, such that in the ellipsis constructions in (1) and (2), head move-
ment that otherwise takes place obligatorily apparently does not and cannot take place in the context of these
kinds of ellipsis. I show in section 1.1 that Fox & Pesetsky’s (2005) cyclic linearisation theory can derive (1).
But such an account cannot be extended to (2), for which section 1.2 then provides an account exploiting
Chomsky’s (2008) notion of Feature Inheritance — an account that can cover the pseudogapping cases, too.

1.1 Cyclic linearisation

For the case of Object Shift in (1),1 the question of why it depends on overt verb movement when there is no
ellipsis whereas overt verb movement is obligatorily not performed in the case of pseudo-gapping can get a
straightforward answer in Fox & Pesetsky’s (2005) analysis in terms of cyclic linearisation. Let me illustrate
their analysis with reference to the Swedish example in (3):
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(3) a. jag kysste henne inte (Swedish)
I kissed her not

b. at jag <*henne> inte kysste <henne>
that I her not kissed her
‘(that) I didn’t kiss her’

Fox & Pesetsky (2005) argue that Holmberg’s Generalisation (the fact that when the object leaves
the VP overtly, the verb heading the VP must also leave the VP overtly) follows as a matter of course from
a theory that exploits the idea that Spell-Out is cyclic, phase by phase, such that at the completion of each
phase all the material contained in that phase is linearised. To see this, let us look at the derivations in (4):

(4) a. LD1 [VP kysste henne] (‘LD’ designates a linearisation domain)
6 linearisation: kysste < henne
LD2 [CP jag kyssteV hennei inte [VP tV ti]]
6 linearisation: jag < kysste < henne < inte < VP (= i)

b.      * LD1 [VP kysste henne]
6 linearisation: kysste < henne
LD2 [CP at jag hennei inte [VP kysste ti]]
6 linearisation: at < jag < henne < inte < VP (= kysste)

Of these two derivations, the one in (4a) represents (3a), with Object Shift and raising of the lexical verb
happening in tandem. In the course of the derivation in (4a), Spell-Out, and hence linearisation, takes place
at two points: first upon the completion of VP, which for Fox & Pesetsky is a phase in the Scandinavian
languages; and then once again upon the completion of CP. The linearisation instructions given to the PF
component upon the completion of the VP phase must not conflict with the linearisation instructions given
to PF upon the completion of CP. In (4a), there is indeed no conflict: at the VP level, we give PF the instruc-
tion to linearise kysste before henne; and at the CP level, this instruction is preserved, with the object and the
verb both having left the VP and landed in positions that reinstate their underlying relative order. But (4b),
illustrating the derivation of the version of (3b) in which henne undergoes Object Shift to the left of inte, re-
sults in a linearisation conflict: at the VP phase, kysste is once again ordered before henne; but upon the com-
pletion of the CP phase, we are giving PF the conflicting instruction to linearise henne before kysste. Because
of this linearisation conflict, (4b) crashes. It is impossible, therefore, for the object to shift out of the VP in
one fell swoop unless the verb also leaves the VP and lands in a position higher than the object’s landing site.

So in Fox & Pesetsky’s analysis, verb movement past the shifted object, as in (4a), repairs the word-
order conflict that would inevitably arise if no verb movement took place: in VP, the object follows the verb,
so in CP as well, the object must follow the verb, which forces the verb to raise past the object to preserve
the underlying order. This is also what drives the verb out of VP in our English example in (1b). But now
notice what happens when the VP is subject to ellipsis at PF. In that case, no ordering instruction results from
the VP node at all: the VP in (1c) is not pronounced, so there is no ordering of anything vis-à-vis anything
inside the VP. As a result, in (1c) the object is perfectly free to exit VP all by itself: no verb movement is
necessary here to repair a linearisation conflict, because no linearisation conflict could possibly arise in (5).
This straightforwardly explains the fact that (1c) converges. And to ensure that (1cN) crashes, we simply need
to assume, as is perfectly standard in the economy-based era, that a movement operation that is not required
to take place is not allowed to take place. Fox & Pesetsky’s (2005) approach to Object Shift and verb
movement thus accommodates the ellipsis case in (1) in a very simple way.

(5) LD1 [VP find Bob trustworthy]
6 linearisation: <none>
LD2 [CP you will [Bobi [VP find ti trustworthy]]]
6 linearisation: you < will < Bob
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2 A reviewer asks whether the problem with (2cN) really resides in T–to–C movement, pointing out that lexical complemen-
tisers likewise fail to survive sluicing, even in languages that otherwise allow for doubly-filled Comps (Van Craenenbroeck 2009
shows in detail that in Flemish dialects, apparent sequences of a wh-pronoun and the element da, which could in principle be either
a complementiser or a demonstrative pronoun, must be analysed as involving a demonstrative, not a complementiser — he calls this
‘spading’, an acronym for ‘sluicing plus a demonstrative in noninsular Germanic’). The fact that lexical complementisers do not
survive sluicing reduces to the non-application of T–to–C movement in these constructions if we follow Pesetsky & Torrego (2001)
in taking lexical complementisers to be the spell-out of a T raised to C in non-root contexts.

3 This would cause C’s uninterpretable/unvalued features to remain unchecked — but only if it had any; and in sluicing
contexts there is no actual need for C to be adorned with any features besides the Q/WH-feature that leads to wh-fronting.

But as Lasnik has pointed out, (1) is not the only case in which a head-movement operation that is
otherwise obligatory in the overt syntax is obligatorily not performed in the context of ellipsis: we find the
same effect in the sluicing case in (2), this time with respect to T–to–C movement.2 In order for an account
à la Fox & Pesetsky (2005) to carry over to the case of T–to–C movement in (2), we would need T–to–C
movement to repair some ordering conflict that would arise at TP if TP were pronounced and which would
disappear if TP were to remain silent. But (as a reviewer points out) T–to–C movement in English wh-ques-
tions is not an operation forced for linearisation purposes in the first place: (6a) and (6b) are both gram-
matical, in different structural environments (root vs non-root). So an extension to (2) of a Fox & Pesetsky-
style analysis of the suspension of the need for verb raising in the elliptical version of (1) is not feasible.

(6) a. who will Mary see?
b. (I wonder) who Mary will see

1.2 Feature Inheritance

As a first step towards an alternative approach, let us assume that T is not inherently endowed with feature
content: rather, it obtains its content as a ‘hand-me-down’ from C. This is the Feature Inheritance Hypothesis
of Chomsky (2008). In order for T to play its familiar role in the checking of the verb’s tense feature and the
subject’s Case feature, as well as in triggering raising of the subject to SpecTP (the EPP), it must bear feat-
ures; and Feature Inheritance from C endows it with features: it prepares T for the feature-checking functions
it has to perform. Feature Inheritance is thus a preparatory operation, facilitating the convergence of the
structure in the complement of C, the donor head.

But in TP ellipsis (i.e., sluicing) contexts, there is no reason for Feature Inheritance from C to T to
take place. The structure in the complement of C does not need to be prepared for any feature-checking
operations taking place inside it because the entire complement of C is marked for ellipsis, converging as such
in the PF wing of the grammar. The non-application of Feature Inheritance has no dire consequences in a
situation in which the entire TP is elliptical: the fact that T never receives any features that it could check
against the verb and the subject will cause the verb’s and the subject’s features to remain unchecked if they
have any features in need of checking; but since both the verb and the subject are elided along with every-
thing else in TP, this is immaterial (the verb and the subject could even be merged without uninterpretable
formal features altogether in this case: we would never notice).

So the non-application of Feature Inheritance from C to T in a TP ellipsis context has no adverse
effects for any material inside the elliptical TP. And for the structure outside TP, which escapes ellipsis, it
brings at least one important benefit. For as a result of the fact that C does not endow T with any features in
a TP ellipsis construction, it cannot probe the T–head either: T is and remains featureless in TP ellipsis con-
texts, hence T cannot be a goal in any probe–goal relationship.3 This directly delivers the result that we were
hoping to derive: that in sluicing constructions there is no T–to–C movement.

The ungrammaticality of (2cN) thus follows without further ado from the fact that in constructions
in which the TP in the complement of C is marked for ellipsis, Feature Inheritance from C to T does not take
place, and as a consequence T is never activated in any way, remaining entirely inert and being unable to
serve either as a probe or as a goal. C itself is active, and attracts the wh-constituent to its specifier position.
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The empowering relationship between C and the head of its complement is mimicked in the lower
phase by the relationship between v (the lower phase head) and the head of its complement. Just as C can
activate T via Feature Inheritance, so can v hand down probing features. But v could not endow the verbal
root with such features: lexical roots are not possible probes. There must be a functional projection between
v and the projection of the verbal root, with the head of this functional projection being the beneficiary of
Feature Inheritance from v. The label of this functional category is arguably Asp(ect), with the AspP in the
complement of v being the locus of the Aktionsart properties of the VP. This gives us (7b), in parallel to (7a):

(7) a. [CP C [TP T [vP ...]]]
b. [vP v [AspP Asp [VP ...]]]

In a non-elliptical construction featuring a transitive verb, v hands down its features (including its
EPP property) to Asp, causing the accusative-marked noun phrase in VP to raise to SpecAspP. Movement
of the verbal root to Asp and on to v ensures that the surface order is VO. But when AspP is marked for
ellipsis, which is what I assume is the case in pseudogapping constructions such as (1), no Feature Inheritance
from v to Asp takes place, so v’s EPP property is not handed down to Asp: it stays on v. The only way to
check v’s EPP property is to have the accusative-marked noun phrase in (1) raise to SpecvP. As a result, it
escapes from the ellipsis site. But the verbal root cannot escape ellipsis. It is trapped in VP: Asp cannot attract
it, not being activated by Feature Inheritance; and because V cannot get to Asp, it cannot get to v either. Thus,
Feature Inheritance (in particular, its non-application in ellipsis contexts) accounts for pseudogapping as well.

1.3 A brief excursion on MaxElide

In the VP ellipsis construction corresponding to (2a), TP is not undergoing ellipsis, and the subject is raised
to SpecTP. The T–head must hence be activated for the EPP, which means that Feature Inheritance must be
taking place. This leads us to expect T–to–C movement to be obligatory here, as it is generally when a wh-
constituent raises to SpecCP in a root clause and the TP is not elliptical. And we would expect the result, with
T–to–C movement in place, to be grammatical. But as a matter of fact, the output with ellipsis is ungrammat-
ical, regardless of whether T–to–C movement takes place (as in (8B.i)) or not (as in (8B.ii)). As Fox & Las-
nik (2003) have noted, wh-movement out of an elliptical verb phrase is ungrammatical in cases such as these.

(8) A: Mary will see someone
B.i: who will she *(see)?
B.ii: *who she will (see)?

Several accounts for the ungrammaticality of the VP ellipsis cases in (8B) have been offered in the literature,
all rather complicated in their technicalities. I will not review them here, but offer a simple alternative instead.

The ungrammaticality of the version of (8B) that lacks T–to–C movement (i.e., (8B.ii)) has the same
roots as the ungrammaticality of its non-elliptical counterpart, which will not concern me here. What interests
me here is that even when T does raise to C, the result is still ill-formed, as (8B.i) shows. The cause of this
can be found in Merchant’s (2001, 2004) approach to the morphosyntax of ellipsis, couched in terms of an
‘ellipsis feature’ [E]. This [E] feature is present in the syntax, on the head selecting the ellipsis site, and is
responsible for giving PF the instruction not to perform Vocabulary Insertion on the complement of the
selecting head bearing the [E] feature. A T–head that is to license ellipsis of its complement is thus marked
with the [E] feature. On the assumption that the [E] feature is like all other features, T can only get this feature
from C, under Feature Inheritance. And because in (8B.i) T–to–C movement is taking place, linking C and
T via chain formation, the [E] feature remains associated with C. We know independently that a C–head with
a wh-specifier is a potential ellipsis licenser: it acts this way in sluicing constructions. So in (8B.i), C[E] is an
ellipsis licenser, which means that C’s TP complement should undergo ellipsis — that is, we ought to get
sluicing (as in (2c)) rather than VP ellipsis.
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4 As Merchant has pointed out, we can fix cases of VP ellipsis in wh-movement constructions if there is an element in the
elliptical clause that contrasts with some element in the antecedent clause, as in (ia), where Mary contrasts with Sue, or in (ib), where
did contrasts with didn’t:

(i) a. I know who SUE saw, but who did MARY (see)?
b. I know who Mary DIDN’T see, but who DID she (see)?

Assume that in the syntax of these contrastive constructions, there is a functional projection headed by Fc (with ‘c’ mnemonically
standing for ‘contrast’) between C and TP, as in (ii). Assume further that Fc is a phase head (hence a possible source for and donor
of [E]) but itself never a possible licenser of ellipsis. In (ii), donation of an [E] feature to T from the local phase head Fc will therefore
result in VP ellipsis as desired.

(ii) [CP WH [C [FP Fc [TP T [——]]]]]

Thus, if we treat the ellipsis-licensing [E] feature as being inherently assignable to phase heads only
(in line with other features), we can derive Merchant’s ‘MaxElide’.4

2 Real repair by ellipsis: The case of Predicate Inversion

Analysed along the lines of section 1, neither (1) nor (2) is an actual case of repair by ellipsis: the non-applic-
ation of head movement in these cases is not repairing anything; head movement is not in effect because there
is no chance for it to take place. The non-application of Feature Inheritance in constructions in which the
complement of the phase head is marked for ellipsis entails that the head of the phase head’s complement is
not endowed with features, hence neither an active probe nor a suitable goal. This precludes head movement
up to the phase head in syntax; there is no need for any syntactic violation to be repaired by ellipsis at PF.

But although (1) and (2) do not instantiate it, repair by ellipsis does in fact exist. In this section, I will
present a case study of ellipsis phenomena in Predicate Inversion constructions to make this clear. I will begin
by giving a brief introduction of the syntax of copular sentences and Predicate Inversion (enhancing the
account given in Den Dikken 2006 in one respect), after which I will proceed into the fascinating world of
ellipsis phenomena in inverted copular sentences, which will eventually lead us diagnose clear instances of
repair by ellipsis.

2.1 Phase extension and the distribution of Predicate Inversion

Predicates of copular sentences typically follow their subjects, yielding canonical copular sentences of the
type in (9a). But as is well known, the predicate of a small clause can, under certain circumstances, appear
to the left of its subject as well — occupying the same structural position that the subject would have raised
to if the predicate had not inverted with its subject. This is what has come to be known as Predicate Inversion,
illustrated by the inverse copular sentence in (9b).

(9) a. Brian is the best candidate
b. the best candidate is Brian

The sentence-initial predicate in (9b) originates to the right of its subject, as the predicate of a small
clause, and ends up in sentence-initial position via movement — more specifically, via A–movement into the
structural subject position, SpecTP (see Moro 1997, Den Dikken 2006, and references there for discussion).
The technical question that such raising raises is how it could possibly be legitimate, given that it seems to
face insurmountable locality problems: the small clause is a phase, with the predicate originating in the
domain of the phase head, apparently unable to be seen by any small-clause external probe (here, finite T).

The technical solution for this problem that I offered in Den Dikken (2006, 2007a,b) is couched in
the notion of phase extension. In a nutshell, it runs as follows (see (10) for structural details). The small-
clause predicate originates as the complement of a functional category that mediates the predication
relationship between the small-clause predicate and its subject — a functional category called the RELATOR.
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This RELATOR heads the small-clause phase, and holds the key to making the small-clause predicate visible
to outside probes. By raising to a functional head right outside the small clause (‘F’ in (10)), the RELATOR

extends the phase up to the projection of the small-clause external functional head — this is what I have called
‘phase extension’. With the small-clause phase thus extended up to the projection of the external functional
head F, the predicate of the small clause is enabled to raise to SpecFP, whence it may raise to other
A–positions higher up the tree.

(10) a. [RP [DP SUBJECT] [RELATOR [XP PREDICATE]]] (‘M’ designates a phase)
 M

6 Merge of F and raising of RELATOR to F, extending M up to FP
b. [FP F+RELATORi [RP [DP SUBJECT] [ti [XP PREDICATE]]]]

 M<<<<<<<<<< 
6 raising of predicate to SpecFP
c. [FP [XP PREDICATE]k [F+RELATORi [RP [DP SUBJECT] [ti tk]]]]

 M

Raising of the RELATOR up to F is thus an enabler of Predicate Inversion: without such phase-
extending head movement, the predicate of the small clause would be unable to leave the small clause without
an intermediate touch-down on the edge of the small clause; but such an intermediate touch-down would
amount to taking an AN–movement step, which would destine the onward journey of the predicate for higher
AN–positions, and prevent the predicate from landing in any A–position. In short, movement of the RELATOR

up to F prepares the structure for Predicate Inversion — let us call it preparatory head movement, therefore.
That movement of the RELATOR head up to F automatically extends the small-clause phase up to FP

follows on the assumption, made explicitly in Den Dikken (2007b), that raising the RELATOR up to F is an
instance of substitution — the head F merged outside the small clause has no intrinsic features of its own; it
is a mere ‘receptacle’ for phase-extending head movement, itself radically empty, for which the RELATOR

substitutes when it moves up. The hypothesis that F is not inherently specified for any features and receives
the raised RELATOR via substitution entails that after raising of the RELATOR up to F, the F–head takes on all
of the properties of the RELATOR.

But the idea that radically empty ‘receptacle’ heads like our F in (10) exist, while close in spirit to
the postulation of ‘proxy heads’ by Nash & Rouveret (1997), is not evidently ‘minimalist’. And it can in fact
be done away with if we rethink the head-movement operation taking place in (10) as an instance of
reprojection (a term coined by Hornstein & Uriagereka 2002, and exploited in the context of head movement
in e.g. Surányi 2008). Concretely, raising of the RELATOR out of the small clause remerges the RELATOR with
its own base projection and has it reproject from its landing-site position:

(10N) a. [RP [DP SUBJECT] [RELATOR [XP PREDICATE]]]
 M

6 raising of RELATOR outside RP with reprojection, extending M up to the reprojected RP
b. [RP RELATORi [RP [DP SUBJECT] [ti [XP PREDICATE]]]]

 M<<<<<<<< 
6 raising of predicate to the specifier of the reprojected RP
c. [RP [XP PREDICATE]k [RELATORi [RP [DP SUBJECT] [ti tk]]]]

 M

If a head can remerge with its own projection and project again, the derivation of Predicate Inversion sketched
in the foregoing does not require that a radically empty ‘receptacle’ for movement be made available prior
to movement. Moreover, phase extension is now truly automatic: reprojecting movement of the RELATOR

effectively ‘stretches’ the small clause up one notch, up to the level of the reprojected RP, which automatical-
ly becomes the phase boundary after movement of the RELATOR — it simply could not be any other way,
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5 Note that I take Spec–Head relationships between predicates and their RELATORs to be substantively different from head-
complement relationships between predicates and their RELATORs. I refer the reader to Den Dikken (2006) for discussion of the
difference between so-called ‘predicate–complement’ and ‘predicate–specifier’ structures.

viewed from this perspective. Finally, one other thing that follows without any further ado once phase-
extending head movement of the RELATOR is recast in terms of reprojection, as in (10N), is the status of the
specifier position of the landing-site of the RELATOR as an A–position. This, once again, could not be other-
wise: because the specifier position of the landing-site of the RELATOR is in fact another specifier of the
RELATOR itself, and because the RELATOR is intrinsically a mediator of an A–relationship, the A–status of the
derived specifier position follows as a matter of course. In the derivation depicted in (10), the A–status of the
specifier of F, the somewhat mysterious functional head merging with the small clause, can only be ensured
by way of a stipulation; in (10N), by contrast, the fact that the raised predicate lands in an A–position is auto-
matically guaranteed by the fact that the predicate’s landing-site is another specifier of the RELATOR.

Interestingly, whenever the RELATOR head of a small clause raises outside the small clause and repro-
jects, as in (10bN), the rest of the syntax of Predicate Inversion unfolds automatically as well: the RELATOR,
reprojecting from its landing-site, extends the phase upwards, thereby preparing the derivation for the
possibility of raising of the predicate to the derived specifier position; and predicate movement is the only
non-redundant phrasal movement operation that could make reprojection of the RELATOR outside the small
clause have an effect on output. So Predicate Inversion (10cN) is obligatory whenever the RELATOR head of
the small clause undergoes reprojecting movement. Let me discuss this in a little more detail.

Prior to movement, in (10aN), the RELATOR is in a Spec–Head relationship with the subject of the
small clause. Movement of the subject of the small clause into the specifier position of the raised and
reprojecting RELATOR would merely re-establish that Spec–Head relationship without adding anything new.
In other words, movement of the small-clause subject to the specifier position of the raised and reprojecting
RELATOR would bring no gain of any kind — it would be purely redundant; and since pure redundancy is not
tolerated by the computational system, movement of the small-clause subject after phase-extending movement
of the RELATOR is disallowed. The small-clause predicate, by contrast, does not start out in a Spec–Head
relationship with the RELATOR: it originates as the RELATOR’s complement. Movement of the small-clause
predicate to the specifier position of the raised and reprojecting RELATOR hence is not vacuous: it establishes
a relationship between the predicate and the RELATOR which did not exist prior to movement.5

In sum, then, whenever the RELATOR head of the small clause raises and reprojects from its landing-
site, as in (10bN), avoidance of pure redundancy straightforwardly dictates that movement of the small-clause
subject into the specifier position of the reprojecting RELATOR is forbidden. To make the reprojection of the
RELATOR have an effect on output (which it must have), the only thing that can and must happen is for the
small-clause predicate to raise to the specifier position of the raised and reprojecting RELATOR, giving rise
to Predicate Inversion, as in (10cN), which is made legitimate by the fact that reprojecting head movement of
the RELATOR automatically extends the small-clause phase up to the newly created ‘outer RP’. All of the syn-
tax of Predicate Inversion in constructions of the type in (9b) thus falls out directly from the assumption that
the RELATOR head of the small clause can raise out of the small clause and reproject from its landing-site.

Reprojection of the RELATOR must happen to prepare for Predicate Inversion. But why does Predicate
Inversion need to happen, in the contexts in which it does in fact happen? In Den Dikken (2006), I argued
in detail that the reason why Predicate Inversion happens in sentences of the type in (9b) is that the predicate
of the small clause in such sentences is headed by a null category (annotated here as i), and that this null
category is in need of formal licensing in the domain of T. Concretely, while the predicate of the small clause
in (9a) is simply the noun phrase the best candidate, in (9b) the predicate is structurally larger — in effect,
it invisibly represents something like the free or headed relative in (the person) who is the best candidate is
Brian. Let me annotate the structure of the small-clause predicate accordingly as [i ... the best candidate],
leaving open the question of exactly what the internal syntax of this constituent looks like (see Den Dikken
2006 for discussion). 
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(11) [RP [DP Brian] [RELATOR [DP i ... the best candidate]]]

The empty category heading this null-headed constituent cannot be licensed in situ, and forces pied-piping
movement into the structural subject position of the clause. This is Predicate Inversion. Whenever the
predicate is headed by a null category and i cannot be licensed in situ (as is the case when i finds itself in
the complement of the copula), Predicate Inversion is obligatory. And the legitimacy of Predicate Inversion
is contingent, in turn, on the application of phase-extending head movement of the RELATOR, involving
reprojection.

So reprojecting movement of the RELATOR is neither ‘greedy’ in nature nor driven by the altruistic
desire to check some uninterpretable/unvalued feature(s) of some head higher up the tree. But reprojecting
movement of the RELATOR is nonetheless quintessentially altruistic: it is the facilitator of Predicate Inversion.
Without such movement, Predicate Inversion could not have happened; and conversely, with such movement,
Predicate Inversion is obligatory, for otherwise reprojecting head movement would have no effect on output,
which would make it gratuitous hence illegitimate.

Reprojecting movement of the RELATOR is thus inherently preparatory movement. It prepares the
derivation for Predicate Inversion, and in the process makes the application of Predicate Inversion unavoid-
able. But Predicate Inversion is ultimately forced by a lexical deficiency on the part of the head of the predi-
cate of the small clause, whose need for licensing sets everything, including the reprojection of the small-
clause head, in motion.

2.2 Predicate Inversion and ellipsis of the predicate

When the entire predicate of the small clause is marked for ellipsis, Predicate Inversion cannot take place:
by the time the RP phase level is reached, the decision not to spell out the small-clause predicate will have
been taken; and with the entire predicate marked for ellipsis, there is nothing left to license via Predicate
Inversion. The entire predicate is left unpronounced, licensed as such by Merchant’s [E] feature on the
RELATOR head of the small clause. With the entire unpronounced predicate licensed in situ, there is no moti-
vation for Predicate Inversion: ellipsis is, once again, a pre-emptive strike. As a result, the subject of the
predicate nominal cannot appear in postcopular position when the predicate of the small clause is elliptical.

We thus predict that an inverted predicate cannot be elliptical. Ross’s (1999) observation that
sentences like *even if the best candidate is John, the best candidate is not very intelligent are ungrammatical
is compatible with this prediction. But note that in this case, it is not just the inverted predicate that is being
elided: the copula undergoes ellipsis as well. Moreover, the awkwardness of this sentence is likely due at least
in part to the fact that the best candidate is used predicatively in the adjunct clause but referentially in the
main clause. A better illustration of the ban on ellipsis performed on inverted predicates is (12d), which
contrasts sharply with both (12b), which has the elliptical predicate in situ, and (12c), which features a non-
elliptical predicate undergoing Predicate Inversion.

(12) a. until 20 January George W. Bush was the President, but now Barack Obama is the President
b. until 20 January George W. Bush was the President, but now Barack Obama is the President
c. until 20 January the President was George W. Bush, but now the President is Barack Obama
d. *until 20 January the President was George W. Bush, but now the President is Barack Obama

The problem with (12d) evidently does not lie in the putative inability on the part of material lacking
a phonological matrix to satisfy the EPP: the EPP can certainly be satisfied by an elliptical constituent, as in
John would like to go out but he isn’t feeling very well (where, on the assumption that only maximal
projections can be conjoined, the second conjunct must be a full TP with an elided subject). Even partially
elliptical predicates can raise to the structural subject position, as in Bill’s biggest desire was popcorn, and
John’s biggest desire was fudge (see Ross 1999), is grammatical: in such cases we are still dealing with a
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6 Van Craenenbroeck & Den Dikken (2006) demonstrate on the basis of three case studies that ellipsis of T suspends the EPP.

null-headed predicate nominal [i John’s biggest desire] whose empty head, which is not undergoing ellipsis,
remains in need of formal licensing in a Spec–Head relationship with T. Precisely the one thing that is ruled
out by the grammar is inversion of a fully elliptical predicate. If the elliptical predicate in (12d) could have
raised to SpecTP, it would have successfully checked the EPP. The problem with (12d) is that the elliptical
predicate cannot raise. Being marked for ellipsis, it is licensed in toto by the [E] feature, and stays in situ. The
predicate does not need to get its null head licensed by undergoing Predicate Inversion. So Predicate Inver-
sion is not triggered, hence impossible. Since Predicate Inversion cannot apply, and since nothing else is rais-
ing into SpecTP in the course of the derivation of the string in (12d), the EPP property of T remains uncheck-
ed. Failure to satisfy the EPP property of a non-elliptical T is fatal,6 whence the ungrammaticality of (12d).

In (12b,d), the predicate is itself elliptical, which pre-empts Predicate Inversion. But if a null-headed
predicate nominal is part of a larger constituent that is marked for ellipsis, we do expect it to have to satisfy
the licensing constraints imposed by its null head. Predicate Inversion can thus happen within an elliptical
clause. And in cases where it does, we discover that ellipsis can repair a violation that would otherwise arise.
One situation in which this happens presents itself in the pseudogapping example in (13a), which is gram-
matical provided that to be is spelled out (on the obligatoriness of to be, see Den Dikken 2006 and references
cited there). To analyse this kind of sentence in a way parallel to the pseudogapping case in (1), we would
have to apply Object Shift to Imogen, thereby creating a remnant that contains both the greatest cook and to
be. We could conceivably do so either as in (13b), involving a structure that, like the antecedent clause,
features Predicate Inversion, or as in (13c), in which there is no Predicate Inversion in the elliptical clause.

(13) a. you may not consider the greatest cook *(to be) Brian, but you probably will Imogen
b. ... but you probably will [Fi [Imogeni [VP consider the greatest cook *(to be) ti]]]
c. ... but you probably will [Fi [Imogeni [VP consider ti (to be) the greatest cook]]]

To say that (13a) is the elliptical version (13c), in which the two conjuncts are not parallel, is to say
that there does not need to be strict parallelism between an ellipsis site and its antecedent. It is true that there
is nothing wrong with non-parallelism between two conjuncts, as shown by the grammaticality of the non-
elliptical version of (13c), you may not consider the greatest cook to be Brian, but you probably will consider
Imogen to be the greatest cook. But Fiengo & May (1994) require there to be strict parallelism between the
elliptical clause and the antecedent clause in ellipsis constructions, an assumption that is usually adhered to
vigorously in the literature on ellipsis. I take it, therefore, that (13c) is not a legitimate derivation for elliptical
(13a) — so we have to turn our attention to (13b), and investigate how this derivation succeeds when ellipsis
is applied, although it does not when the VP is pronounced, not even with consider raising above Object
Shifted Imogen: *you probably will consider Imogen the greatest cook to be is impossible..

The problem with (13b) is that applying overt Object Shift to the postcopular subject of a Predicate
Inversion construction is ungrammatical. The postcopular subject of a Predicate Inversion construction is
marked as the focus of the construction: focus in an inverse specificational copular sentence such as the
greatest cook is Imogen is on the postcopular subject, with the precopular predicate nominal, raised to the
structural subject position, being topical rather than focal. But Object Shift is an anti-focusing device, so per-
forming Object Shift on the postcopular subject of a Predicate Inversion construction would normally result
in an incoherent information structure, with Imogen being simultaneously marked as focus and as non-focus.

But though (13b) comes out ill-formed when fully spelled out, elliptical (13b) is fine. In our search
for an explanation for this, the central question we need to answer is whether the problem with the non-
elliptical version of (13b) is a PF problem or a(n overt or covert) syntactic problem. If it is a syntactic
problem, and if (as I have assumed, following Merchant, whose arguments to this effect I consider to be
conclusive) ellipsis is PF non-spell-out of a syntactically full-fledged structure, then ellipsis should not ‘make
it right’: the syntax of (13b) is unaffected by ellipsis. But if it is a PF problem, then ellipsis should be able
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7 Recall fn. 1, above. See Erteschik-Shir (2007:Chapter 6) for an explicit argument to the effect that information structure
resides in the phonological component of the grammar. Also relevant in this connection is Neeleman & Reinhart (1998) and related
work done by these authors and their colleagues (including SzendrÅi 2001).

to mend it, like we know it repairs certain island violations and other trespasses that Merchant has argued are
fundamentally of a PF nature. Recall now what I said is wrong with non-elliptical (13b): I said that it has an
incoherent information structure as Imogen is simultaneously marked as a focus (thanks to the fact that a
structure in which a predicate appears in an A–position to the left of its subject is assigned a topic–focus arti-
culation) and as a topic (thanks to having undergone Object Shift). This information-structural incoherence
disappears if we eliminate the portion of the structure to the right of Imogen at PF: then Imogen’s predicate
is no longer audibly in an A–position to the left of its subject because the predicate is inaudible, so no topic–
focus articulation is assigned to the Predicate Inversion derivation at PF; and the Object Shifted deep subject
is now left in final position in the string, making it a prime candidate for receiving a focus interpretation.7

Viewed this way, (13b) is a quintessential specimen of ‘repair by ellipsis’ on the PF side: (13b) has
a PF problem which is solved by not pronouncing the portion of the structure that would have caused the
problem had it been pronounced. Such ‘repair by ellipsis’ occurs elsewhere in the syntax of copular inversion
constructions as well. I will briefly discuss two cases in point. The first involves Antecedent-Contained Delet-
ion (an instance of VP ellipsis) in copular inversion constructions. The relevant facts were first discussed in
Den Dikken (2006:sect. 4.4.4.4), and are represented by the example in (14a). As I pointed out there (see Den
Dikken 2006:140), the non-elliptical version of (14b) is ungrammatical. Considering this fatal, I went on to
adopt (14c) as the underlier for the ACD construction — but such a move sacrifices parallelism between the
elliptical clause and the antecedent clause.

(14) a. I consider the biggest troublemakers to be all the boys that you do
b. I consider the biggest troublemakers to be all the boys [OP that you (do) consider the biggest

troublemakers to be t]
c. I consider the biggest troublemakers to be all the boys [OP that you (do) consider t to be the

biggest troublemakers]

It now turns out that no such sacrifice is necessary: the problem with the non-elliptical variant of
(14b) is that the postcopular subject of the copular inversion construction is assigned a focus reading, a
reading which is incompatible with it being the variable bound by the operator in the relative clause (which
is necessarily topical, never focal); but in the variant of (14b) involving VP ellipsis, this information-
structural incoherence is averted as the inverted predicate and copula remain silent. Analysed this way, the
facts in (13) and (14) are directly on a par — and both cases involve ‘repair by ellipsis’: the information-
structural incoherence that threatens to arise is averted thanks to the fact that the portion of the structure that
features the predicate in the structural subject position, forcing a topic–focus articulation onto the TP
whenever the TP is pronounced, is not assigned a PF matrix.

The second set of examples that further confirms the reparatory effect of ellipsis is (15), instantiating
sluicing in a copular inversion context. If the sluiced clause were derived as in (15b), we would be taking the
postcopular subject of a Predicate Inversion construction across its inverted predicate via AN–movement, an
operation that fails in non-elliptical contexts (cf. (15bN)); (15c) would seem to be a much simpler source for
the sluicing example in (15a), but here there is no strict parallelism between the sluiced clause (which is a
‘canonical’ copular sentence) and the antecedent clause (which is an ‘inverse’ copular sentence).

(15) a. John heard that the biggest pain in the neck is some politician from the Netherlands, but he
doesn’t know which (politician)

b. John heard that the biggest pain in the neck is some politician from the Netherlands, but he
doesn’t know which (politician) the biggest pain in the neck is t
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bN. *he doesn’t know which politician the biggest pain in the neck is t
c. John heard that the biggest pain in the neck is some politician from the Netherlands, but he

doesn’t know which (politician) t is the biggest pain in the neck

Is (15a) derivable via (15b), which would be ungrammatical if fully spelled out, or do we have to resort to
a derivation built on (15c), which would violate the parallelism requirement on ellipsis? As in the previous
cases, the answer to this question depends directly on the answer to the question of whether the problem with
(15bN) is a PF problem or a(n overt or covert) syntactic problem. So what exactly is the problem with (15bN)?

In the earlier literature (Moro 1997, Den Dikken 1995), various syntactic accounts of the ill-formed-
ness of (15bN) were put forward. Moro’s is an ECP account, capitalising on the hypothesis that a bare copula
is not a proper head-governor of the trace left by wh-extraction in (15bN). Den Dikken (1995), exploiting
earlier work by Hoekstra & Mulder (1990), puts the problem with (15bN) down to a binding-theoretic violat-
ion: the AN–trace left by wh-movement of the subject of the inverted predicate is A–bound by the raised
predicate (which is assumed to be coindexed with its subject as a reflex of subject–predicate coindexation),
which creates a crossover effect. Neither approach can account for the fact that AN–extraction of the post-
copular focus of an it-cleft construction such as (16) is grammatical, in contradistinction to what we find in
(15bN) (or, for that matter, in its pseudocleft counterpart).

(16) a. it’s some politician from the Netherlands that is the biggest pain in the neck
b. which policitian is it that is the biggest pain in the neck (in the European Parliament)?

There is solid evidence that the it of it-clefts is an inverted small-clause predicate, with the postcopular focus
serving as its subject in the underlying representation (see Den Dikken, to appear, for detailed discussion).
But whereas contentful inverted predicates resist the extraction of their subjects across them, the pro-predicate
it in it-clefts exerts no such obstructionist influence. In Den Dikken (to appear), I argue that this is because
in it-clefts, in contradistinction to other Predicate Inversion constructions, the focus of the sentence continues
to precede the topic (the relative clause) even after wh-movement of the postcopular focus has taken place.
Predicate Inversion is a syntactic device that explicitly marks the subject of the small clause as a focus, and
typically freezes the focus in the small-clause subject position for that reason (Den Dikken 2006) — in partic-
ular, it freezes the focus in situ unless movement of the in-situ focus does not interfere with the marked
information-structural signature of the Predicate Inversion construction. In (15bN), prior to wh-movement of
the focus (which politician), the focus is in a position following the topic (the biggest pain in the neck); so
leftward wh-movement of the focus would overturn the information-structural ‘predicate-topic before subject-
focus’ signature of the Predicate Inversion construction, which renders it illegitimate. But in (16b), it is a pro-
predicate, not serving as the meaningful topic of the sentence; the meaningful topic is the material in the
relative clause, which follows the focus. So leftward wh-extraction of the focus of an it-cleft leaves the infor-
mation-structural articulation of the sentence (‘focus before topic’) intact. As a result, (16b) is grammatical.

Note that this account of the vicissitudes of focus wh-extraction in Predicate Inversion constructions
capitalises on information-structural articulation and word order, and is therefore quintessentially of a PF
nature. If correct, it entails that the problem with a sentence such as (15bN) is a PF problem, not a syntactic
problem. And if that is right, it is expected that PF ellipsis of TP, as in the sluicing example in (15a), should
be able to repair the problem — in fact, steer around it completely. Viewed this way, (15b) is actually a
legitimate parse of (15a), and we do not have to resort to the non-parallel (15c). So in sum, if (15bN) is
ungrammatical for PF reasons, (15a) is compatible with a strict parallelism requirement on ellipsis.

In this discussion of ellipsis in copular inversion constructions, then, we have found that apparent
threats to a strict parallelism requirement on ellipsis can be averted once we bear in mind that ellipsis at PF
repairs violations whose roots lie in the PF component. For the cases of ‘repair by ellipsis’ standardly dis-
cussed in the literature, involving the insensitivity of sluicing to familiar island conditions (see e.g. (17), taken
from Merchant’s work, which in turn has taken some of these cases from Chung, Ladusaw & McCloskey
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1995), the case for ‘repair by ellipsis’ has always been hampered to a significant extent by a less than satis-
factory understanding in the literature of the roots of such island conditions. Merchant and others have
assumed that these are PF islands — that is to say, the island violation is a violation of some PF constraint,
not a syntactic constraint. This may very well be true — but we cannot be absolutely certain, given our
current state of knowledge regarding island effects, that it definitely is true. So as long as the true nature of
Ross’s island constraints hangs in the balance, it is not exactly clear what can or should be concluded from
such ‘repair by ellipsis’ cases as the ones in (17).

(17) a. they want to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, but I don’t know which (Balkan
language) they want to hire someone who speaks t

b. she bought a big car, but I don’t know how big she bought t a car
c. a biography of one of the Marx brothers is going to be published this year — guess which

(Marx brother) a biography of t is going to be published this year
d. she asked if somebody was going to fail Syntax I, but I can’t remember who she asked if t

was going to fail Syntax I
e. they persuaded Kennedy and some other Senator to jointly sponsor the legislation, but I can’t

remember which one they persuaded Kennedy and t to jointly sponsor the legislation

By contrast, for the cases reviewed in this section, involving Predicate Inversion constructions with
movement of the postcopular subject across the inverted predicate, it is reasonably clear that the root of the
problem with the non-elliptical cases lies at PF, in information structure, prosody, and word order. It seems
to me, then, that the cases in (13)–(15) are particularly clear indications that ellipsis can and does indeed
repair PF improprieties.

3 Concluding remarks

Lasnik’s (1999) original case for repair by ellipsis does not in fact make a case for repair. Lasnik’s instances
of suspension of head movement in ellipsis contexts are better understood in terms of non-application of an
otherwise obligatory preparatory relationship between two heads. It is not that ellipsis repairs a failure of
head movement; rather, ellipsis makes it unnecessary for the syntax to prepare, via a relationship between
heads, for a phrasal movement operation. Genuine cases of repair by ellipsis do arguably exist, but they may
well be confined to the realm of information structure and prosody. Movement of the subject of an inverted
predicate around the raised predicate is ill-formed when the predicate is pronounced, because such movement
would undo the information-structural and word-order effect resulting from Predicate Inversion. But no
ungrammaticality results when the raised predicate is wiped out under ellipsis of the portion of the structure
that it is a part of. PF ellipsis of the constituent containing the raised predicate here eliminates a violation that
would otherwise have arisen in the PF wing of the grammar. So PF ellipsis can repair trespasses in the PF
component — but whether PF ellipsis can repair narrow-syntactic improprieties is much less clear.
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